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Abstract 

This Degree Thesis has been performed at the Remote Sensing Laboratory (RSLab), at the 

Department of Signal Theory and Communications of the Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya. 

It consists on a set of strategies devoted to enhance the calibration system of the SMOS 

satellite.  

Along this manuscript, the basics of 2D interferometry are introduced as well as a brief review 

of the SMOS mission evolution. In order to understand SMOS calibration system the 

fundamental equations are also outlined. From there on, new calibration strategies are 

introduced, offering re-processing methods whose main aim is enhancing SMOS final products, 

such as salinity maps. 

The results were presented at the 26th meeting of the calibration group from the SMOS Expert 

Support Lab (ESL) . 
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Resum 

Aquest treball de fi de grau (TFG) ha estat realitzat al Remote Sensing Laboratory (RSLab) del 

Departament de Teoria i Senyal de Comunicacions (TSC) de la Universitat Politècnica de 

Catalunya. El treball consisteix principalment en un conjunt d’estratègies que tenen com a 

objectiu final millorar el sistema de calibració del satèl·lit SMOS. 

Al llarg d’aquesta memòria, els principis bàsics de la interferometria 2D seran introduïts així 

com una breu explicació de l’evolució de la missió SMOS. Amb l’objectiu de comprendre el 

sistema de calibració de SMOS, les equacions fonamentals seran esmentades. Dit això, noves 

estratègies de calibració seran analitzades, basant-se principalment en mètodes de 

reprocessat amb l’objecti final d’augmentar la qualitat dels productes finals de SMOS, com per 

exemple, mapes de salinitat globals. 

Els resultats d’aquest projecte han estat presentats en el 26é congrés del grup de calibració del 

Expert Support Lab (ESL) . 
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Resumen 

Este trabajo de fin de grado (TFG) ha sido realizado en el Remote Sensing Laboratory (RSLab) 

del Departamento de Teoría y Señal de Comunicaciones (TSC) de la Universidad Politécnica de 

Cataluña. El trabajo consiste principalmente en un conjunto de estrategias cuyo objetivo final 

es mejorar el sistema de calibración del satélite SMOS. 

A lo largo de esta memoria, los principios básicos de la interferometría 2D serán introducidos 

así como una breve explicación de la evolución de la misión SMOS. Con el objetivo de entender 

el sistema de calibración de SMOS las ecuaciones fundamentales serán destacadas. A partir de 

entonces, nuevas estrategia de calibración serán analizadas, basándose principalmente en 

métodos de reprocesado cuyo objetivo principal es aumentar la calidad de los productos 

finales de SMOS, como por ejemplo, mapas de salinidad globales. 

Los resultados de este proyecto han sido presentados en el 26º congreso del grupo de 

calibración del SMOS Expert Support Lab (ESL) . 
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Chapter 1 

1. Introduction 

This project has been carried out at UPC - ETSETB specifically at the TSC department. The 

project is the continuation of some previous work done voluntarily in summer 2015. 

1.1 Scope of the Final Project 

Since its launch in November 2009, the SMOS (Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity) Mission by the 

ESA (European Space Agency) has undergone a continuous calibration and imaging procedures 

improvements to produce valuable geophysical data over land, ice and ocean. However, due to 

the high degree of innovation and experimentally, MIRAS system is constantly being reviewed 

to push its current limit far beyond to what it was initially expected.   

In that context, the main objective of this project is to achieve an effective improvement on 

the radiometric accuracy of the SMOS radiometer. Such amelioration is going to be made 

through processing techniques, in which calibration procedures will be reanalyzed. 

1.2 Objectives 

The project main goals are: 

• To analyze LICEF voltage offset calibration, in order to start associating unexpected 

jumps in antenna temperature with such calibration events. 

• To elaborate plots regarding voltage offset evolution along the SMOS mission. 

• To provide new working scenarios based on different dynamic approaches: 

o Election of specific LICEFs so that accuracy in further processing levels is 

enhanced. 

o Calibration optimization for each LICEF so that the impact of PMS jumps are 

minimized. 

• To generate documentation to include such improvements in official processing tools. 

1.3 Organizational Plan 

This section is devoted to describe the project organization, which is divided into six chapters. 

The second chapter and half of the third are devoted to introduce the reader in the context of 

the SMOS mission, as well as to give a general description of the instrument and the basic 

concepts of radiometry and calibration. As for the following chapters, several issues of MIRAS 

calibration system are discussed, as well as the strategies implemented to solve calibration 

associated errors. 

In this sense, Chapter 2 deals with basic principles of radiometry and the SMOS mission. 
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Chapter 3 introduces the concepts of brightness temperature and visibility, in order to relate 

them with the calibration errors. 

Chapter 4 describes the first method implemented to minimize the errors caused by the PMS 

(Power Measurement System) in the computation of the zero visibility baselines. 

In Chapter 5, a brand-new tool is introduced. In conjunction with Chapter 4, it deals with the 

same basic issue but it goes deeper and tries offering a corrective solution. 

Finally, Chapter 6 is merely devoted to the project conclusions and work derived from the 

project. 

Regarding the time organization, it must be stated that it has been successfully followed as it 

was planned in the next 2 documents: 

• Project Proposal (delivered the February 29
th

 2016) 

• Critical Review (delivered the May 10
th

 2016) 
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Chapter 2 

2. Introduction to Radiometry: The SMOS Mission 

SMOS (Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity) satellite is a scientific 

program developed by ESA (European Space Agency) in conjunction 

with numerous European organizations, highlighting the role of CTDI 

(Centro para el Desarrollo Tecnológico Industrial) and CNES (Centre 

National d’Etudes Spatiales). Such institutions adopted a researching 

role letting the implementation phase be led by private companies 

from all over Europe. 

Besides, SMOS program was born within the “Living Earth Program”, which gave rise to several 

missions that were launched during the 2000’. The high complexity of their systems and the 

specifications needed in each researching field lead ESA to launch more than 10 different 

missions since then. These are: 

• Envisat 

• ERS (ERS-1 and 

ERS-2) 

• GOCE 

• ADM-Aeolus 

• SMOS 

• CryoSat 

• Swarm 

• Senitels (1 to 6) 

• Proba 1 

• Meteosat 

The SMOS Mission was nothing but an experimental satellite that has proved to be a huge 

success. Since its launch in 2009 SMOS has provided with real time data to the scientific 

community. It is expected to last until 2017. 

Table  2-1 Highlights from SMOS Fact Sheet 

Mission Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) 

Instrument Microwave Imaging Radiometer using Aperture Synthesis - MIRAS 

Instrument concept Passive microwave 2D-interferometer 

Frequency L-band (21 cm-1.4 GHz) 

Number of receivers 69 

Receiver spacing 0.875 λ = 18.37 cm 

Polarization H & V (polarimetric mode optional) 

Spatial resolution 35 km at center of field of view 

Tilt angle 32.5 degrees 

Radiometric resolution 0.8 - 2.2 K 

Angular range 0-55 degrees 

Temporal resolution 3 days revisit at Equator 

Orbit Sun-synchronous, dawn/dusk, quasi-circular orbit with mean 
altitude 758 km. 06.00 hrs local solar time at ascending node. 
Inclination of 98.44°. 23-day repeat cycle, 3-day sub-cycle 

Source: ESA Living Planet Programme 
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2.1 SMOS Mission Objectives 

SMOS was the 2nd Earth Explorer Opportunity Mission, and its initial scope was: 

1. Fill the current lack of global and continuous observations of soil moisture and ocean 

salinity needed to improve our understanding of Earth’s water cycle. […] 

2. Provide, for the first time, regularly-updated ocean salinity mapping from space, 

furthering our knowledge of ocean circulation patterns and their role in the climate 

System. 

Source: SMOS Fact Sheet, ESA 

Harnessing the properties of gathering the brightness temperature at 1,4 GHz with microwave 

radiometry, these objectives have been successfully met. Nonetheless in the long run, SMOS 

has proved to be helpful in other fields, such as: 

• Tracking Hurricanes 

• Polar layers measurements 

• Droughts forecast 

• Detection of frequency misuse (interference in forbidden bands) 

2.2 MIRAS Instrument 

SMOS satellite single payload is MIRAS Instrument. Due to that, analyzing MIRAS or SMOS 

structure is indifferent. Yet it is important to distinguish both terms in order to avoid 

misunderstandings in further sections. 

• SMOS: the mission that englobes the different phases of development, launching, data 

acquisition and processing.  

• MIRAS: Microwave Imaging Radiometer with Aperture Synthesis. The payload in 

charge of gathering data with the ultimate purpose of acquiring soil moisture and 

ocean salinity information. 

Overall, MIRAS instrument consists of a Y-shape synthetic aperture radiometer operating in L-

Band (1.4 GHz) formed by 72 receivers, including LICEFs (Light-Weight Cost Effective Front-

End), equally distributed along the three deployable arms, which are connected to a central 

structure called HUB. [1] 

 

Figure  2-1 LICEF Photos 

Source: MIER Communication 
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Furthermore, in other to proceed to acquire high accurate data, 3 noise injection radiometers 

(NIR) are placed in the central HUB. In fact, NIR are nothing but 2 LICEF receivers coupled to a 

single antenna, whose main objective is to provide with more precise measurements.  

 

Figure  2-2 NIR positioning 

This amounts up to: 

• 69 antennas: 66 LICEF antennas and 3 NIR antennas 

• 72 receivers: 66 LICEF plus 6 from NIRs 

Both LICEF and NIR radiometers are used to measure antenna radiometric temperature, which 

is ultimately related with brightness temperature from Earth’s surface. 

In addition to that, other specific units can be found in each segment or even at the HUB. 

However, it is not the scope of this document to go in further detail but it is worth mentioning 

CMN unit, which stands for the Control and Monitoring Node. Its main objective is providing 

power and a phased local oscillator to each LICEF. 

2.3.1 Array Configuration 

The central HUB is 1.3 m in diameter. From it, three extendable arms of 4 m are connected. 

Such arms are separated from each other with an angular separation of 120º. Arms are named 

using letters A, B or C. 

Nonetheless, arms are divided in three different segments, each one containing 6 LICEF, or 

equally speaking, 6 receivers. The line of 18 receivers in each arm is complemented by four 

receivers in the central HUB (2 NIRs), making a total of 66 receivers, 12 in the HUB and 54 in 

the arms. 
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2.3.2 Measurement Fundamentals 

Antenna size limits the spatial resolution of a radiometer. Due to the high resolution required 

by soil moisture and ocean salinity at L-Band, provokes the need of a huge real aperture 

antenna, which is not viable technologically speaking. 

The solution of such problem is achieved harnessing the benefits that an interferometric 

radiometer by aperture synthesis of 2D offers, in the case of SMOS, known as MIRAS. 

The basic idea to bear in mind is that when placing several antennas aiming at a certain point, 

the incoming signals can be combined resulting into a higher quality one. Such combination 

may increase the system complexity, but in the long run it will provoke an improvement in 

special resolution and hence in better global performance of the system. This is the basic 

principle of interferometry. 

 

Figure  2-3 Radiometric measurement based on interferometry [2] 

In other conventional systems, the complexity comes when deciding how to execute the 

scanning of the observed surface (1 snapshot = 1 pixel). However with a 2D Aperture Synthesis 

the scan is much simpler as the spatial resolution is enhanced in every snapshot (1 snapshot = 

Multi-Pixel = More surface sensed). 

 

Figure  2-4 Real Aperture vs  Interferometric Radiometers [2] 
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2.3 SMOS Amplitude Calibration 

SMOS LICEF receivers are nothing but complex radiometers that incorporate ideas from the 

different available classical radiometers. As in any radiometer, calibration is required so that 

the output voltage measured can be translated into an accurate power value. As for SMOS 

there are different sorts of calibrations procedures, but the most important ones regarding the 

calibrated parameters are: 

• Amplitude Calibration 

• Phase Calibration 

Note: this dissertation will deal with aspects related with amplitude calibration. Hence, amplitude 

calibration will play a main role provoking to leave phase calibration uncommented. 

Harnessing the previous events, the measured power may be converted into an apparent 

temperature value through processing techniques. 

In that context, amplitude calibration is a critical procedure that has to be executed regularly 

but with the trade-off of not gathering data while it is being realized (loss of information). Its 

main objective is retrieving the real values of the radiometer gain and offset. 

 

Figure  2-5 TPR calibration using hot and cold loads [1], [2] 

As for SMOS, we may find different sorts of calibrations regarding amplitude calibration. These 

can be summarized as: 

• Internal Calibration 

• External Calibration 

• One Point Calibration 

Nonetheless, regarding the project scope, only internal calibrations are going to be discussed 

in deep detail, as they are closely related with the appearance of random jumps in the LICEF’s 

antenna temperature evolution.  
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2.3.1 Internal Calibrations 

By internal calibrations we refer to this sort of proceedings that make usage of known internal 

signals (noise injection) to retrieve a certain set of parameters. 

As for SMOS, one of its main features is that it contains 3 Noise Injection Radiometers (NIR). 

Apart from that, it also was provided with a noise distribution network that injects U-Noise and 

C-Noise (uncorrelated and correlated noise respectively). These two elements have distinct 

functions when it comes to internal calibrations, which can be highly summarized in: 

Noise Injection Radiometers (NIR) [3] [4] 

1. To provide a precise measurement of the average brightness temperature (antenna 

temperature) scene for absolute calibration. 

2. To measure the noise temperature level of the internal calibration source in the hub. 

3. During nominal measurements, the noise injection radiometers are operated using noise 

injection, which is then accounted for in the denormalization of the baseline visibilities. [5] 

Noise Distribution Network 

4. To characterize PMS gain and offset coefficients of each LICEF 

It is worth mentioning that these processes are executed in the so-called Long and Short 

calibration event, which are executed according to the next image: 

 

Figure  2-6 Timescale for calibration events [7] 

It must be stated that calibrations of this type are indeed required, but they also represent a 

great loss of information when they are being executed. In the case of, Long calibrations, a 

whole orbit is devoted to execute all the calibration events. It is then part of the project scope 

to assess such calibration scheme, and to intend offering a comparison between the changes 

made during the operating phase. 
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2.4 State of the Art 

Throughout the globe there is an increasing interest in measuring ocean salinity and soil 

moisture. These are key parameters needed to comprehend weather or even understand the 

current evolution of global climate. The only available option left to retrieve such parameters 

is a space born solution operating at L-band (1.4 GHz). 

Europe, USA and China are currently working on either active or passive systems that allow 

gathering global data within a few days. Regarding Europe’s approach, ESA staked for the 

SMOS mission which was previewed the end up of its nominal operation period in November 

2012. Yet, the mission was extended up to 2017 offering researchers an overwhelming chance 

to keep undertaking validations or even deeply study rare meteorological events such as el 

Niño (especially in the midst of 2015). 

Owing to the great performance of the 2D interferometry, there has already been a proposal 

enhancing the current version of SMOS, the SMOSOps-Hexagonal [8]. The proposal aims at an 

improvement of radiometric resolution (currently 35-50 km and desired 1-10 km (Drinkwater 

et al., 2009)). The only way to achieve such increment in resolution in a synthetic aperture 

radiometer is by enlarging the size of the aggrupation by increasing the number of receivers. 

The result of it has been the Super-MIRAS, a project currently under development. 
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Chapter 3 

3. All-LICEF Calibration Modes 

The SMOS ESL (Expert Support Lab) group, responsible for SMOS calibration, has performed 

some researches trying to contribute with innovative processing strategies that will allow 

enhancing the final products quality (moisture maps, salinity maps…). In that context, the ALL-

LICEF mode first appeared in 2014. Since then continuous improvements have tailored it to 

SMOS real needs. This work is nothing but a piece of all the advancements that have been 

made and will be made. 

3.1 Visibility Function and Brightness Temperature 

MIRAS operating principle is based on 2D interferometric aperture synthesis. Cross-

correlations of the signals ��(�), �
(�) collected by each pair of receivers (known as baseline), 

provide the samples of the visibility function. 

 

Figure  3-1 MIRAS baseline formation [8] 

The brightness temperature map is then obtained (in an ideal case) by a Fourier synthesis of 

the calibrated visibility function [9].  

(3.1) �(�, �) = ℱ���(�, �)� 

�: ���������� ��� ��:  !�"ℎ�$%�� �%&'%!(��!% ��� �, �: �(&'��$" )*&(�$ �(!�(��%�  �, �: )�!%+�*! +*��$%�  

Note: ��  is a measurement of the radiance of the microwave radiation that allows retrieving 

parameters such as soil moisture, salinity or even wind through scientific modelling. 

Nonetheless, regarding the scope of the project, the most important idea is that visibilities 

need to be corrected from instrumental errors and visibility denormalization must be applied: 

(3.2) ��
 = -�./.0 · �./.2
3�
 · 4�
 

�./.: 5���%& %6���(�%$� �%&'. ��� �, 7: 89:;< $�&�%! "%$%!(��$" �ℎ% �(�%��$% 4: $*!&(��=%) +*&'�%> +*!!%�(��*$� 3: +*!!%�(��*$ %??�+�%$+� 
Any error in the terms of equation 3.2 will lead to a failure in �� retrieval and all its associated 

parameters. 
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3.2 ALL-LICEF Mode 

All-LICEF objective is computing visibility at the origin �@,A(0,0) through the average value of 

LICEF antenna temperatures. This will be made with a reduced set of selected LICEF units [10]. 

Right now, the  �@,A(0,0) term is computed harnessing the NIR (Noise Injection Radiometers), 

that is why ALL-LICEF mode will remain as a back-up mode in case the radiometers fail 

completely. 

As for the analytical insight of ALL-LICEF these two simple equations must be mentioned: 

(3.3) �@,A(0,0) = 〈�D0@,A〉 = 1FGHIJK L �D0@,A
MNOPQR

�ST
 

�@,A: ���������� ��� �D0@,A: �$�%$$( ;6���(�%$� �%&'. ���FGHIJK: 5%�%+�%) 89:;<  
(3.4) �D@,A = �./.@,A − ��W · (8<;@,A − 1) + �Y · 8<;@,A� 

�./.@,A: 5���%& ;6���(�%$� �%&'. ��� �Y: Z%+%��%! ;6���(�%$� �%&'. ��� 8<;@,A: 8*�� <(+�*! ;??�+�%$+� �W: [ℎ���+(� �%&'%!(��!% ��� 
Since visibility function is used to retrieve the brightness temperature (��) through the usage 

of Fourier Inversion, its low band behavior induces the need of high precision within the 

previous showed term. Besides, in terms of amplitude (power) it is the most important terms 

as it is the highest one. Hence, proficiency in amplitude calibration must be achieved. 

3.3 Impact of Calibration Errors  

Due to the high number of receivers (66), a malfunctioning of calibration in a punctual LICEF 

may not actually provoke huge changes in the �@,A(0,0) term. As for the other brightness 

temperature ��, the impact of a failing LICEF is going to be very low. Depending on the 

measuring mode, the number of baselines achieved is going to be 2346 (HH or VV polarization) 

or 3309 as for the cross-polar [11]. Hence, if 1 of the 66 receivers fails to retrieve the real TB, 

the overall impact is going to be very low. 

Nonetheless, when using the TB to retrieve parameters such as ocean salinity, slight variations 

can lead to very different results. Thus, the solutions proposed in this project may lead to little 

improvements on TB but significant for derived parameters. To understand the benchmark, it 

is worth stating the relationship between TA and voff either analytically and visually. 

3.3.1 Measurement Description 

At the output of any power detector what we finally get is voltage. Modelling the device, we 

may be able to extract specific parameters of interest. Regarding SMOS, the voltage obtained 

by every single PMS* follows up the next expression: 
 

*PMS = Power Measurement System 

(3.5) � = 3 · �./. + �]^^ 

�: �*��("% ��� ∝  [*`%! a%'%$)%$� �]^^: b??�%� �*��("% ��� 3: 3(�$ ��/�� �./.: 5���%& �%&'%!(��!% ��� 
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If desired to get the antenna temperature, which in the end contains info of the brightness 

temperature, the next operation should be applied: 

(3.6) �./. = ef + �Y  �D: �$�%$$( �%&'%!(��!% ��� �Y: Z%+%��%! �%&'%!(��!% ��� 
Yet, in reality not all the parameters are known. That is why, calibration tries to estimate them 

periodically: 

(3.7) �./.0 = �� − �]^^03� = �Y0 + efh 
 �./.�  , �]^^0 , 3� , �D0 : %���&(�%) �(��%� 

Ideally, we may have �]^^  and 3 equal to the real values. But in reality, those values are 

obtained every time a calibration is executed. If any of these parameters changes, TA exact 

value is not going to be obtained. That is why any error in PMS parameters directly translates 

into a LICEF TA error. 

(3.8) ∆�./. = ∆�]^^3 = ∆�D 
∆�D: �%&'%!(��!% 9$+!%&%$� ��� 3 �� +*$��)%!(�%) �* !%&(�$ +*$��($� 

E.g. 3 ≈ 1.2 klm  and ∆�]^^ = 1&� would provoke an antenna error of 0.83 � 
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3.3.2 Impact of Calibration Errors on Antenna Temperature 

Since PMS offset voltage tends to change randomly, an error is committed until a calibration is 

executed. Figure 3-2 shows how a PMS offset jump between two weekly consecutive 

calibration produces an error in single LICEF (unit “k”) antenna temperature. 

All snapshots between tow calibrations events are corrected according to the offset measured 

in Cal 1. Therefore when the real offset jumps, PMS offset correction is wrong until refreshed 

at Cal 2. 

 

 

Figure  3-2 Offset Voltage and Antenna Temperature 

Note: idealization of TA. In reality the measured TA is highly variant due to its noisy behavior. To 

achieve flatness, TA has been analyzed in the Pacific Ocean region, where it is supposed to remain 

constant. 

The span of time between consecutive calibrations can range from days up to weeks, 

provoking sustained errors that can lead to major errors in derived applications. 

In that context, the first approach to minimize the jumps derived from random offset 

variations could be discarding dynamically those LICEF that present huge variations in terms of 

offset voltage. A great difference between consecutive voff may be a sign of TA jump. 

↑↑ ∆�]^^  → ↑↑ ∆�D 

Note: a deeper insight is offered in section 4.2.2, where clear relationships between �]^^  and �D will be 

stablished. 

efh = �� − �]^^03� − �Y0 

The TA computation is made 
through the parameters obtained in 
the last calibration 

   Calibration Event 

 ��&% 

��&% 

��&% 
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3.3.3 Impact of Calibration Errors on Visibility Denormalization 

PMS offset errors produce visibility multiplicative errors due to the denormalization process; 

as shown below: 

(3.9) ��qr = ��
 · stuv�
 

��qr ∶ ���������� `��ℎ %!!*!� ��
: �)%(� ���������� �, 7: !%+%��%!� �ℎ(� ?*!& �ℎ% �(�%��$% stuv�
: &����'��+(���% %!!*!  

(3.10) stuv02 = xy1 + ∆�D��./.�z y1 + ∆�D
�./.
z 
∆�D: [45 7�&' ��� �./.: 5���%&  ;6���(�%$� F*��% �%&'. ��� 

(3.11) �./. = �Y + �D 
�Y: Z%+%��%! ;6���(�%$� F*��% �%&'. ��� �D: �$�%$$( ;6���(�%$� F*��% �%&'. ��� 

(3.12) ∆�D{,l = ∆�]^^3{,l  

∆�]^^: [45 *??�%� 7�&' ���  3{,l: "(�$ ��/�� |, �: '*�(!�=(��*$ &*)%� 

(3.13) ∆�]^^($) = �]^^($) − �]^^($ − 1) $: +(���!(��*$ %�%$�  
Theoretical Error Assessment 

In order to assess the error an end-to-end simulation was undertaken according to the 

following steps: 

1. Test scene: Fresnel Ocean Model 

2. Compute ideal visibilities from test scene: Fresnel pure ocean view 

Harnessing the Fresnel pure ocean view model, an ideal snapshot of �� was obtained. 

 
Figure  3-3 Fresnel pure ocean view (Tx) 

 
Figure  3-4 Fresnel pure ocean view (Ty) 

3. Compute test scene in EAF-FoV from ideal visibilities (only floor error) 

Note that SMOS gathers visibility samples, which afterwards a reconverted into ��values using 

the Fourier inversion.  The comparison of this ideal retrieval and the test scene produces the 

so called floor error. In order to analyze the impact of the error from figure 3.5, the floor error 

should be eliminated.  

Thus, the comparison between the ideal �� and the ��} derived from the visibilities corrupted 

by the multiplicative error must be subtracted from the previous mentioned error. 
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��} = �� +  ~̂ �]]� → ������ = ��} − ��  
Figure  3-5 Floor Error Obtainment 

Figure 3-6 shows the floor error for the test scene: 

�� ��} ������ = ��} −  �� 

   

   
Figure  3-6 Floor error 

Now the radiometric errors caused by PMS offset jumps in �� can be computed as 
follows: 

 

��′} = �� +  ~̂ �]]�+ ~tuv → ���� = ��′} − �� − ~̂ �]]�  
Figure  3-7 PMS Error Obtainment 

Or analogously, follow the next steps: 

1. Estimate the equivalent error in Tsys from PMS offset jumps (See formula 3.11) 

2. Corrupt visibilities using the equivalent error before inversion (See formula 3.8 and 3.9) 

3. Retrieve the image from corrupted visibility samples 

4. Compute the error by comparing the scene with visibility errors to the test scene: floor error is 

present in both images and the difference exclusively leaves the impact of PMS offset jumps. 

Conclusions and Results 

To analyze the impact of PMS jumps in visibility denormalization, several insights were 

attempted in order to be able to associate the error with any systematical behavior. 

 ��    ��
  Image reconstruction 
(G-Matrix) 

 

 ��} 

 ��qr =  ��
 · ����h�   ��′}  
Image reconstruction 

(G-Matrix) 
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Computing the term s[45 and plotting its mean value, it must be pointed out that in the 

period ranging from July 2010 to February 2011, the long span between monthly calibrations 

provoked an increase in the error.  

Figure 3-8 shows the mean standard deviation of the multiplicative error induced by PMS 

offset jumps for each calibration period along the mission (up to 2010-2014 period). 

 

Figure  3-8 Multiplicative Error Evolution 

Figure 3-9 shows the multiplicative error distribution in the sampling domain u-v for some 

representative calibration events. It is clearly seen that the error is larger in the period where 

weekly calibrations were not available. 

No weekly PMS offset cal. Weekly PMS offset cal. 

 
 

No weekly PMS offset cal. Weekly PMS offset cal. 

  
Figure  3-9 Visibility Errors Comparison 

  

The mean of the standard deviation 

mean is about a 0.3%  
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From figures 3-8 and 3-9, the next conclusions were extracted: 

• The larger between consecutive calibrations, the larger error in terms of offset is likely to be 

committed. 

• Systematic LICEFS (bad receivers) and its wrong behavior provoke a systematic pattern in the 

baselines scheme. Should they be despised if an enhancement is desired,  

(3.14) 

 
 ~tuv = ��′} − �� − ~̂ �]]�  

~tuv: [45 ��&'� ;!!*! ��� ��′} : :*!!�'�%)  !�"ℎ�$%�� �%&'%!(��!% ��� ��:  !�"ℎ�$%�� �%&'%!(��!% ��� ~̂ �]]�: <�**! ;!!*! 

Figure 3-10 shows the estimated error due to PMS offset jump in the (�, �) domain. When large 

jumps are present, the brightness temperature are corrupted by non negligible artifacts with a 

systematic pattern distribution. 

 
No weekly PMS offset cal. Weekly PMS offset cal. 

  
No weekly PMS offset cal. Weekly PMS offset cal. 

  
Figure  3-10 Brightness Temperature Errors Comparison 

From the previous figure the next conclusion can be extracted: 

• If there are large jumps the error due to visibility denormalization is not negligible, as they will 

provoke the appearance of large artifacts in the retrieved images 
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Chapter 4 

4. Enhanced  All LICEF Calibration Mode 

4.1 Antenna Temperature over the Ocean 

Antenna temperature over the Pacific Ocean can be used to track PMS offset jumps (measured 

by each single LICEF). The basic assumption is that antenna temperature over the ocean when 

averaged for large areas in consecutive snapshots varies smoothly from orbit to orbit for 

weekly time spans. 

The SMOS ESL’s main concern was synthesized in figure 4-1, where expected �D evolution in 

the Pacific Region is idealized for the sake of reader’s comprehension. Figure 4-1 shows the 

aftershocks of offset variation in antenna temperature. 

 

Figure  4-1 Reality vs Ideal LICEF Behaviour 

The next step was checking whether this offset associated phenomena had a real impact on 

PMS and subsequently on �D evolution. Defining a Pacific Region and computing its daily mean 

temperature allowed responding the previous misgiving.  

Antenna temperature (�D�) must be averaged for a large number of snap-shots in order to 

reduce radiometric error due to noise (see figure 4.2). 

 

 
Figure  4-2 Pacific Region used to measure 

antenna temperature for each single 

LICEF unit 
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In addition, several actions are also undertaken to minimize the effect of RFI and Cold Sky 

Views calibrations. Hence, the margin of �Dvalues accepted was: 

1. �D < 100� 
2. �D > 10� 

Figure 4-3 (right) shows PMS offset calibration in 2010 for unit LCF-A-13 (specific numeration 

for LICEF receivers), where a large offset jump took place by the end of March. The figure at 

left, shows daily antenna temperatures measurements from March 1st to April 15th 2010. The 

error induced by the offset jump is clearly seen in both H and V polarizations. 

  
Figure  4-3 PMS Jumps (TA error =- 4 K) [11] 

The current version of the processing tool takes the closer calibration event to correct any 

snap-shot in between two consecutive calibrations. 

Figure 4-4 shows two offset jumps for unit LCF-A-21. Note that the error in �D has different 

signs depending whereas the jump has taken place before or after the mid-point in between 

calibration. This corresponds to miscalibrations in the real jump took place before the mid-

point or over calibration when the real jump took place after the mid-point 

Yet, far from being an isolated event, more jumps where detected in the same period: 

Figure  4-4 PMS Jumps (TA error = +4 K and -2 K) [11] 

PMS offset shows that jumps between two consecutive calibration events that may yield a 

non-negligible error. Such error may have an impact in visibility denormalization, both in NIR 

and All-LICEF modes, and hence, in �� as well. 
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Owing to the previous images, the enhancement of All-LICEF mode should be based on the 

avoidance of �D jumps, either by  ef correction or by a dynamic elimination of misbehaving 

LICEF (outliers) when computing �@,A(0,0) (see equation 3.3). 

4.2 Dynamic LICEF Approach 

In ALL-LICEF mode antenna temperature (the zero baseline visibility (0,0) ) is computed by 

averaging antenna temperatures measured by each single LICEF unit to reduce both random 

noise (due to PMS finite integration time) and systematic PMS calibration errors. For each 

polarization there are 69 LICEF units. However only the reduced set of LICEF units that provide 

most stable behavior, are used to compute antenna temperature by the so-called “selected 

LICEF” approach [13], as given in equations 3.3  and 3.4. 

Now, to avoid the impact of any PMS offset jump in the computation of �D, additional LICEF 

units are removed for each weekly span in-between two consecutive calibrations to yield the 

“Dynamic selected LICEF” approach. To implement this approach any LICEF unit that suffered 

an offset jump above a given threshold is also removed from the average.Figure 4-5 shows 

how Dynamic selected LICEF is expected to behave:  

 

Figure  4-5 Dynamic selected LICEF 
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4.2.1 Outliers Removal 

The idea behind Dynamic Selected LICEF is that a huge difference between consecutive offset 

calibrations may have leaded to �D jumps between the periods ranging from the first up to the 

next calibration. Hence, those LICEFs’ suffering from excessive punctual offset variations must 

be removed to achieve an overall stable behaviour when computing �(0,0) through ALL-LICEF 

mode. 

In that context, to compute these offset differences the next analytical relationships were 

applied to determine which LICEFs had to be removed. 

1. Obtain increment between consecutive offset values for each LICEF unit “k” 

(4.1) ∆�]^^($) =  �]^^($) − �]^^($ − 1)    ∆�]^^($): b??�%� 9$+!%&%$� (�) 

2. Compute its associated Ta value 

(4.2) ∆�D($) = ∆�]^^($)3($)    ∆�D($):  �D 9$+!%&%$� (�) 

3. Set a threshold (in K or in mV), and dynamically select those LICEF’s whose ∆�]^^ / ∆�D is above 

the set limit.  

Figure 4-6 shows how a random LICEF ‘k’ is removed in the Dynamic selected LICEF mode: 

    

 

Figure  4-6 Outlier Removal in Dynamic selected LICEF 
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4.2.2 Impact of Calibration Errors on Antenna Temperature (II) 

Figure 4-7 shows the expected radiometric error in the antenna temperature measured by 

LICEF A-13. Since PMS gain is very similar in H and V polarizations. The impact of any PMS jump 

also produces a highly similar impact. 

 
Figure  4-7 ∆�D0  LCF-A-13 (Horizontal Pol.) 

 
Figure  4-8 ∆�D0  LCF-A-13 (Vertical Pol.) 

Figure 4-9 states the expected �Derror in unit LCF-A-13 computed from a PMS offset jump. It 

can be tracked down to a jump on ocean antenna temperature measurements.  

 

Figure  4-9 TA Jump Example [12], [14] 
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At this point, different insights were proposed, such as the segment analysis, where LICEF’s 

belonging to the same segment were plotted in a single figure.

 
Figure  4-10 ∆�D Segment Number: A2 

Annex 1 shows that the LICEF units in each segment perform in a very similar way when a five years 

span is analyzed. Only a small number of large jumps (above 3K) are present for each unit, with a quite 

random distribution in time and ensemble. 

Yet the most important overview was the statistical analysis, which allowed stablishing proper 

comparisons when removing LICEF’s by a given threshold. 

4.2.3 Dynamic LICEF Removal through Threshold Application 

If computing the mean value per calibration of ∆�D jumps we obtained the plot showed in 

Figure 4-11. However, if setting a threshold before computing the previous value, we were 

able to state the impact of removing LICEF’s. For a threshold of ΔTA=5 K the next plot was 

obtained: 

 
Figure  4-11 Statistical Parameters of Calibrations 
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Ideally, the overall statistical parameters should be near the next theoretical values: 

∆�D����� = ∆�]^^�������� = 0 

�∆�� = �∆���� = 0 

However, the closeness of values from figure 4-11 to the ideal ones, was nothing but a proof 

that the Dynamic ALL-LICEF strategy could represent an enhancement in precision as for the 

computation of �(0,0). 

4.2.4 Threshold Choice 

Once the benchmark was defined, several thresholds were chosen and consequently analyzed. 

The initial approach was based in the observation of the statistical parameters evolution. The 

next table tries summarizing the results obtained. 

Table  4-1 Threshold statistical results 

Threshold − ∆�D���[K] Mean − ∆������� [K] Standard Deviation − �∆�� [K] 

None 0.0058 0.1898 

5 0.0105 0.1648 

4 0.0105 0.1483 

3 0.0098 0.1389 

2 0.0118 0.1188 

As expected the more restrictive the threshold the bigger improvement in terms of �∆�� . Yet 

the chosen threshold to test this new calibration strategy was 3 K.  The main reasons upon the 

choice was based, were: 

• ∆�D��� = 3 � provides an optimal �∆��  value while maintaining  ∆�D����� around zero. 

• ∆�D��� = 2 � is too restrictive, and may provoke the elimination of ∆�D  jumps caused by the 

noisy characteristics of �D, degenerating in a loss of information. 

Nonetheless, to bolster the choice and to obtain more information about the method 

behavior, other analysis approaches were intended. 

Figure 4-12 shows how LICEFS are removed depending on the insight: 

• Number of outliers in each calibration 

• Quantity of times a LICEF has been removed 
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Figure  4-12 Outliers Counting 

With these figures we may conclude stating that: 

• A tighter constrain (smaller threshold) improves calibration dispersion at the cost of a higher 

number of discarded outliers 

• The number of outliers remains almost constant in either the removal per calibration and per 

LICEF 

• 3 K in threshold is the optimal value, as it will not remove LICEFs affected by intrinsic noise 

variations of the system. 

• A similar study as the one proposed in section 3.3.3 will be carried out to state the 

improvement of Dynamic LICEF versus ALL-LICEF. 

Annex 1 contains a much detailed overview of the Dynamic LICEF case 
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Chapter 5 

5. Mitigation of PMS Errors  

This section is devoted to improve the accuracy of PMS offset weekly calibrations. PMS offset 

jumps are detected by monitoring antenna temperature evolution over the ocean for each 

single LICEF unit. 

5.1 PMS Jumps Detection over the Pacific Ocean 

Taking profit of the threshold philosophy, �D evolution could be analyzed and jumps over a 

certain value could be detected. Punctually eliminating LICEF’s is the easiest approach but it 

cannot be applied to every single term of �@,A. 

Nonetheless, corrections can be applied through reprocessing techniques, where calibrations 

shall be dynamically applied whenever offset changes. This would remove the jumps, and 

minimize even more the error committed in not even �@,A(0,0) term, but in all �@,A terms. 

The next image intends to summarize the basic idea of jumps mitigation: 

 

Figure  5-1 Mitigation of Ta Jumps 

Bringing forward calibrations eliminates any trace of the offset error in �D evolution, however 

it is worth mentioning that this method is not causal and it should be always executed a 

posteriori (re-processing). 

5.2 Data Collection and Processing 

Due to the large amount of data (almost 6 years), some initial arrangements were made to 

work with a tiny set of information but relevant in terms of �D: 

1. Continue working in the pacific region, where �D evolution is expected to have a smooth 
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behavior. 

a. Keep applying the filters against RFI (�D < 100�) and Cold Sky Views (�D > 10�) 

2. Use an ascending and a descending orbit per day, to have a 12h gap between samples. 

Note: an RFI is a Radio Frequency Interference. Though it is internationally forbidden to stablish any sort 

of communication at 1.4 GHz, SMOS has to deal with these interferences especially where regulation is 

practically nonexistent. On the other hand, Cold Sky Views are external calibrations maneuvers where 

SMOS turns and points at the galactic center to achieve calibration. There the �D=3 K. 

Owing to the fact that data would be processed in its raw state up to the �D extraction (Level 

1A). The date is organized as follows: 

 
Figure  5-2 Data Structure 

In this benchmark it was first arranged to proceed with the analysis from July 2010 to May 

2011. 
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5.3 Region Choice 

The samples of the extracted �D in each orbit, were reduced to one value, their mean value. 

Regarding the duality between ascending and descending orbit, 2 �D samples were obtained 

per day. 

 

Figure  5-3 �D Representation using Hovmuller orbits (Pacific Ocean Idealization) 

However when deciding the region of study, a discussion was raised between which zone 

would be more suitable to undertake the study. The two zones were: 

 

Figure  5-4 Small Pacific Ocean Region 

 

Figure  5-5 Large Pacific Ocean Region 

The region over the Pacific Ocean used to compute each averaged �D sample has been 

maximized in order to reduce uncertainty due to noise. This is clearly seen in figure 5-6. 
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(Small Region) 

 

 
(Large Region) 

 

Figure  5-6 LCF-A-13 Region Comparison (Example 1) 

The radiometric noise reduction, by averaging the larger area, has allowed a lower threshold to 

detect PMS jumps while keeping false jump detection well constrained. 

5.4 Jump Detection Criteria 

Automatizing the detection PMS jumps over a certain threshold is complex. Therefore several 

cases have been taken into account in an iterative process. 

5.4.1 Initial Specifications 

The first version of the algorithm had these specifications: 

• Detect jumps over 3 K (Detection) 

• Correct those jumps preceded by a calibration event (Mitigation) 

• Generate a tool allowing marking and correcting those jumps which remained undetected 

within the application of the automatized algorithm (Manual Screening) 
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5.4.2 Jump Definition 

1. A �D jump by definition is an event in which difference between consecutive �D values, exceeds 

a threshold. Jumps will be associated to the first sample. 

(5.1) ∆�D($) = �D($ + 1) − �D($) 

(5.2) |∆�D ($)| > �D���� ��¡¢ → ��&' 

This can either be translated to a temporal scale, as we know the average time span between 

samples: 12 hours. 

(5.3) ∆�D(�) = �D(� + 12ℎ) − �D(�) 

2. �D jump in both polarizations (5.4) ∆�D($) = �D($ + 1) − �D($) 

(5.5) |∆�D ($)| > �D���� ��¡¢ → ��&' 

3. �D jump must not be preceded by an imminent calibration event. (In most cases, calibration 

corrects the drift degenerating into a jump that must not be detected) 

Erroneous Detection Correct Detection 

Jump provoked by the calibration 
correction. It should not be detected as 
it is not caused by random variations in �]^^  

 

Figure  5-7 Jump before calibration 

Applying these ideas jumps started to be detected: 

 

 

 

 
Figure  5-8 LCF-C-05 (2010-07-01 

to 2011-05-01) 
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Yet, drifts in �D do not necessarily occur in deep steps. This is why, a second iteration was 

implemented so that the algorithm precision was enhanced: 

(5.6) ∆�D′($) = �D($ + 2) − �D($) 

Note: for the sake of simplicity we will make a distinction between jumps ∆�D($) and ∆�D′($) jumps by 

respectively calling them 2-Point and 3-Point jumps. 

Let’s take a closer look at LCF-B-13 to understand the need of this extra detection: 

 

Figure  5-9 LCF-B-13, missed jump 

 

Figure  5-10 2-Point and 3-Point jump comparison 
 

Computing jumps between the sample n and n+2 allowed achieving detection: 

  

Figure  5-11 LCF-B-13, jump detection 
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5.5 Results 

Once jumps were detected, it was proceeded to correct them as it was stated in figure 5-1. 

Bringing forward the consecutive calibration to the exact moment where the jump was 

located, corrected it. 

Figure 5-12 and 5-13 show clear jump corrections: 

 

Figure  5-12 LCF-C-19 Correction 

 
Figure  5-13 LCF-C-08 Correction 

It must be pointed out that in case of false alarms (jumps that should not have been detected), 

the over correction suffered is negligible. On the other hand, those jumps not detected 

because of not exceeding the threshold value (3 K), should be marked in a manual stage. That 

is why within the tool designed, a manual detection case was implemented so that the final 

output was enhanced. Figure 5-14 shows an example where a manual jump is corrected. 
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Figure  5-14 Manual case correction 

Being considered the last singular case, it is worth taking a quick glance at the metrics of the 

algorithm. 

Table  5-1 PMS jumps mitigation metrics 

Sort of Jump Nº  Percentage 

Automatically  

Detected Jumps 

Normal Jumps 822 63.57% 

3 Points Jumps 204 15.77% 

Manual Jumps 267 20.64% 

(Sept. 2010 – July 2015) 1293  

Note that, if there are 2 or more jumps between 2 offset calibrations, only the last jump is 

going to be corrected. In other words, there is a certain degree of error regarding those jumps 

detected, but not corrected. 

Table  5-2 PMS jumps mitigation metrics (II) 

 Nº  Percentage 

Jumps Corrected 1014 78.42% 

In order to reach a definitive conclusion, an analysis on visibility denormalization should be 

carried out (such as in section 3.3.2). That analysis will be made in the future as it will quantize 

the real impact of the corrections achieved through the jumps mitigation tool. Nonetheless, by 

now all what it can be said, is that the tool results are promising and it could be extrapolated 

to be used in other parts of the SMOS calibration system. 

Annex 2 offers a major insight in the design of the PMS jumps mitigation tool. 
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Chapter 6 

6. Conclusions 

This work has successfully achieved all the objectives stated at the working plan. In particular 

new calibration methods have been proposed implemented and validated using real SMOS 

data to enhance the ALL-LICEF approach. It is the so-called Dynamic Selected LICEF, that 

improves the accuracy of the zero baseline (antenna temperature) by exclusively using the 

LICEF units that show the better performance. In addition a method to mitigate the impact of 

PMS offset jumps has also been developed. This method improves the accuracy of the visibility 

samples by providing better denormalization parameters. 

The main results of this work have been presented at the 26th SMOS payload calibration 

meeting (SPCM). 

6.1 Future Lines of Work 

The results of this work must be translated to SMOS Level 1 operational processor (L1 OP). This 

will be done out of a technical note describing the algorithms. 
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